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1000 Years for Revenge - Peter Lance 2009-03-17
1000 Years for Revenge is a groundbreaking investigative work that
uncovers startling evidence of how the FBI missed dozens of
opportunities to stop the attacks of September 11, dating back to 1989.
Award-winning journalist Peter Lance explains how an elusive al Qaeda
mastermind defeated the entire American security system in what the
author calls "the greatest failure of intelligence since the Trojan Horse."
Threading the stories of FBI agent Nancy Floyd, FDNY fire marshal
Ronnie Bucca, and bomb-maker Ramzi Yousef, Lance uncovers the years
of behind-the-scenes intrigue that put these three strangers on a collision
course. An unparalleled work of investigative reporting and masterful
storytelling, 1000 Years for Revenge will change forever the way we look
at the FBI and the war on terror in the twenty-first century.
Mob Daughter - Karen Gravano 2012-02-14
From Karen Gravano, a star of the hit VH1 reality show Mob Wives,
comes a revealing memoir of a mafia childhood, where love and family
come hand-in-hand with murder and betrayal. Karen Gravano is the
daughter of Sammy "the Bull" Gravano, once one of the mafia's most
feared hit men. With nineteen confessed murders, the former Gambino
Crime Family underboss—and John Gotti's right-hand man—is the
highest ranking gangster ever to turn State's evidence and testify against
members of his high-profile crime family. But to Karen, Sammy Gravano
was a sometimes elusive but always loving father figure. He was everpresent at the head of the dinner table. He made a living running a
construction firm and several nightclubs. He stayed out late, and
sometimes he didn't come home at all. He hosted "secret" meetings at
their house, and had countless whispered conversations with "business
associates." By the age of twelve, Karen knew he was a gangster. And as
she grew up, while her peers worried about clothes and schoolwork, she
was coming face-to-face with crime and murder. Gravano was nineteen
years old when her father turned his back on the mob and cooperated
with the Feds. The fabric of her family was ripped apart, and they were
instantly rejected by the communities they grew up in. This is the story of
a daughter's struggle to reconcile the image of her loving father with
that of a murdering Mafioso, and how, in healing the rift between the
two, she was able to forge a new life.
Hollywood Godfather - Gianni Russo 2019-03-12
Hollywood Godfather is Gianni Russo's over-the-top memoir of a real-life
mobster-turned-actor who helped make The Godfather a reality, and his
story of life on the edge between danger and glamour. Gianni Russo was
a handsome 25-year-old mobster with no acting experience when he
walked onto the set of The Godfather and entered Hollywood history. He
played Carlo Rizzi, the husband of Connie Corleone, who set her brother
Sonny—played by James Caan—up for a hit. Russo didn't have to act—he
knew the mob inside and out: from his childhood in Little Italy, where
Mafia legend Frank Costello took him under his wing, to acting as a
messenger for New Orleans mob boss Carlos Marcello during the
Kennedy assassination, to having to go on the lam after shooting and
killing a member of the Colombian drug cartel in his Vegas club. Along
the way, Russo befriended Frank Sinatra, who became his son's
godfather, and Marlon Brando, who mentored his career as an actor
after trying to get Francis Ford Coppola to fire him from The Godfather.
Russo had passionate affairs with Marilyn Monroe, Liza Minelli, and
scores of other celebrities. He went on to become a producer and starred
in The Godfather: Parts I and II, Seabiscuit, Any Given Sunday and Rush
Hour 2, among many other films. Hollywood Godfather is a no-holdsbarred account of a life filled with violence, glamour, sex—and fun.
Homicide at Rough Point - Peter Lance 2020-10-27
Cielo Drive cuts like a beautiful scar along the bottom of a V-shaped
canyon in the hills of Bel Air, off of Benedict. In February, 1969, as she
looked out on it from the red farmhouse at 10050 Cielo she and her
husband Roman Polanski had just rented, Sharon had no way of knowing
that she only had 6 months to live. On the night of August 9th, members

of "The Manson Family" would invade that house and murder Sharon and
three of her closest friends. But strangely, half a year earlier, she'd had a
brush with a different killer. It happened after her younger sister Patti,
then 11, looked across at the ominous Spanish-Moorish estate Sharon
called "The Haunted House." In "Restless Souls," their remarkable
memoir, Alisa Statmen and Brie Tate write that Patti then hiked down
and across Cielo, walking up to No. 1436 Bella Drive. There, she
encountered an open gate where white pillars bore the name: Falcon
Lair. Once the home of Rudolf Valentino, it had been purchased in 1953
by the fabulously wealthy heiress Doris Duke. The wrought iron gates
were open when Patti wandered inside. Suddenly, she heard, the
caretaker yell, "This is private property!" Startled, she turned and lost
her balance, skinning her knee, when just then, a black limo pulled in. A
tinted window went down and a tall woman in back lowered her
sunglasses to ask who she was. Once she ID'd herself as Patti, whose
sister Sharon lived "across in the red barn," Doris knew that this wasn't
just any child. She was the sibling of the hottest young star in town. So
Doris snapped to the caretaker, "Stop being such an ogre and bring Patti
in, so we can clean those scraps. And get me the Polanski's phone
number." Later, the Duke staff was bandaging Patti's knee when Sharon
arrived, "nervously chewing her lower lip" and apologizing to the blond
billionaire who was the 3rd richest woman in the world behind Queen
Elizabeth & Queen Juliana. But by then, Sharon Tate was Hollywood
royalty herself; her husband Roman, coming off "Rosemary's Baby," was
a kind of cinematic prince. So why was she nervous? What would make
her bite her lip in the face of a woman whose caretaker's aggressive
warning had caused her little sister to draw blood? Since Sharon was
killed that summer, we'll never know. But one thing is clear: this wasn't
the first time Sharon Tate had been pulled into Doris Duke's orbit. 2 1/2
years earlier, one of Sharon's closest friends, Eduardo Tirella, had been
violently killed after Doris crushed him under a two-ton station wagon. At
the time, all of Eduardo's friends suspected he'd been murdered. The
brutal stabbing of Sharon Tate is the tragic tale of a young woman of
great promise cut down in the prime of life. But the same could be said
for Eduardo, whose own Hollywood career was just catching fire, when
he told the possessive, heiress he was leaving her, just minutes before
she ran him down outside the gates of her Newport, RI estate. Because
she had the money and power, Doris Duke succeeded in effectively
erasing his death from the narrative of her troubled life. For more than
50 years, the real truth behind what happened at Rough Point in 1966
has been hidden. Until now!
Bound by Honor - Bill Bonanno 1999-04-15
No one can tell the true story of the Mafia in America better than Bill
Bonanno. He was there. He lived it. Bill Bonanno was born into a world
of respect, tradition, and honor. The son of legendary mafioso Joe
Bonanno, Bill was a "made" member of the Mafia by the time he was in
his early twenties. He was rumored to be the model for The Godfather's
Michael Corleone and was the subject of Gay Talese's best-selling Honor
Thy Father. Now retired, Bill is finally ready to give an eyewitness
account of his life as a high-ranking captain in the Bonanno crime family,
one of America's most powerful Mafia syndicates. He takes you inside the
mob at its peak, when New York's Five Families-Bonanno, Gambino,
Colombo, Lucchese, and Genovese-not only dominated local businesses,
but also controlled national politics. For the first time, Bill Bonanno
discloses the machinations behind his marriage to Rosalie Profaci (niece
of the powerful don Joe Profaci), and even that cemented the alliance
between the two Families with all the pomp and circumstance of a royal
wedding. From the truth about the mysterious disappearance of his
father to a startling disclosure about he mob's participation in the
Kennedy assassination, Bill Bonanno lays bare the inner workings of his
chaotic, violent, and surprisingly human world with unparalleled detail
and insight. Bound By Honor not only recounts Bill Bonanno's
tumultuous life, but also is an engrossing chronicle of organized crime.
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Bonanno's story provides a remarkable glimpse into all of the intriguing
personalities of the underworld of yesterday to today, from Bugsy Siegel
to John Gotti. This book is a must for readers of Mario Puzo, Gay Talese,
Nicholas Pileggi, and others who have written abut the Mafia, but who
have never been in the eye of the storm in quite the same way as Bill
Bonanno in Bound By Honor.
Shadow of My Father - John A. Gotti 2015-02-27
"John A. Gotti who survived four trials and a parole violation hearing
without a guilty verdict, in four years, now takes up his pen to tell the
story of his father's unwavering dedication to the street, and how as his
son he entered that life and then with his father's permission left the life
of crime and put the "Family" behind him to live a legitimate life with his
real family. It is a saga of betrayal and redemption, and an insider's view
of how at times those who are tasked with upholding the law readily
broke it to further their careers."--cover.
Pee Wees - Rich Cohen 2021-01-12
A New York Times bestselling author takes a rollicking deep dive into the
ultra-competitive world of youth hockey Rich Cohen, the New York
Times–bestselling author of The Chicago Cubs: Story of a Curse and
Monsters: The 1985 Chicago Bears and the Wild Heart of Football, turns
his attention to matters closer to home: his son’s elite Pee Wee hockey
team and himself, a former player and a devoted hockey parent. In Pee
Wees: Confessions of a Hockey Parent, Cohen takes us through a season
of hard-fought competition in Fairfield County, Connecticut, an affluent
suburb of New York City. Part memoir and part exploration of youth
sports and the exploding popularity of American hockey, Pee Wees
follows the ups and downs of the Ridgefield Bears, the twelve-year-old
boys and girls on the team, and the parents watching, cheering,
conniving, and cursing in the stands. It is a book about the love of the
game, the love of parents for their children, and the triumphs and
struggles of both.
Mafia Wife - Lynda Milito 2012-12-26
When Lynda Lustig met Louie Milito, she was a sixteen-year-old highschool dropout with a taste for adventure and an agonizing childhood.
When they were married two years later, he was not yet a made man in
the powerful Gambino crime family. Louie was a hairdresser who
dabbled in petty thievery. But Lynda was so happy to be out of her
domineering mothers loveless house. And over the years, she was willing
to forgive her husband for anything: his violent rages, his frequent
absences, his shady associates, and the blood on his hands. For
twentyfour years Lynda Milito remained loyal to this charming and
dangerous criminal -- her childrens father and close friend of crime boss
John Gotti and underboss Sammy the Bull Gravano. But in 1988, Louie
Milito disappeared, murdered by the very people he had always trusted
to protect him. A crime story, a family story, a love story, Mafia Wife is
the shockingly intimate, brutally honest tale of a survivor -- and of the life
she lived in the dark bosom of the underworld.
The Senator's Daughter - Victoria Gotti 1997
The murder of union strongman Joseph Sessio shocks all of Boston.
Taylor Brooks is the young attorney assigned to defend Tommy
Washington, the black youth accused of the murder. In the course of her
investigation, Taylor discovers a massive cover-up that involves Boston's
bluebloods, the union docks of Boston Harbor, and corruption at the very
heart of the American legal system.
Gotti - Jerry Capeci 2013
He was the most famous and infamous mobster since Al Capone. A
stylish, expensively groomed Godfather who beat rap after rap to become
a legendary figure to the public, and a nightmare to the forces of law and
order. John Gotti was the original New York Untouchable -- a Godfather
who laughed at the law. He rose from the streets of Queens to head
America's most powerful crime family -- and his path there was littered
with bodies. This title offers account of the brutal story of John Gotti.
John Alite Mafia International - John Alite 2021-11-02
-John forms his own international mafia ring, working with different
factions all around the world, who then also stepped up to help him with
hide-outs, fake passports, and transportation. -From millionaire to
fugitive and capture. Bonus chapters and over 50 photos. -Chapters on:
John Gotti, Sr., John Gotti, Jr., Johnny Ruggiero, Frankie Burke, Rikers
Island, Amored Cars, Crooked Cops, Money, Drugs, Phil Barone, Greg
Reiter, Stolen Car, People Stuffed in Trunks, Ronnie One-Arm, Court
Document Excerpts, Anthony Tabbita, TT, Joe Gambino, Hells Angels,
Joey Scopo, Terrorists, Claus, and more... "Men like Angelo Ruggiero,
Johnny Carneglia, and Mark Reiter were true tough guys, and I respected
them. They didn't go to the social clubs and play cards all day. They
didn't want to sit there and talk shit. They would tell me to do anything

except hang out at the club and smoke cigars like a moron."
Dual Lives - Michael Bell 2017-06-10
In Dual Lives, renowned American artist and 3-time national awardwinning "Teacher of the Year" Michael Bell has written an inspiring and
brutally candid memoir that chronicles his meteoric rise to becoming one
of the most highly decorated public school teachers in America, all the
while, living out a storied and often controversial professional painting
career as "Mob Artist" to America's most infamous. This is the ultimate
story of overcoming extreme adversity and being a true champion for
today's youth from someone still in the trenches, still at the top of his
game.
Chin - Larry McShane 2018-08-28
This true crime biography chronicles the life of the so-called “Oddfather”
who ran a powerful NYC crime family while playing crazy to avoid
prosecution. Vincent “Chin” Gigante was a professional boxer before
discovering his true calling as a ruthless contract killer. When Vito
Genovese went to prison, he picked Gigante to run the Genovese crime
family in his absence. While raking in more than one hundred million for
the family, he routinely ordered the murders of mobsters who violated
the Mafia code—including John Gotti. At the height of Gigante's reign,
the Genovese Family was the most powerful in the United States. And yet
he was, to all outside appearances, certifiably crazy. He wandered the
streets of Greenwich Village in a ratty bathrobe and slippers. He
urinated in public, played pinochle in storefronts, and hid a second
family from his wife. On twenty-two occasions, Gigante admitted himself
to a mental hospital—evading criminal prosecution while maintaining his
nefarious operations. It took nearly thirty years of endless psychiatric
evaluations by a parade of puzzled doctors for federal authorities to
finally bring him down.
Mafia Dynasty - John H. Davis 1994-05-11
The Gambinos--they arrived in America from Sicily when the `20's roared
with bootleg liquor. For thirty years they fought a bloody battle for
control of New York's underworld to emerge as the nation's richest and
most powerful crime family. Now Mafia expert John H. Davis tells their
compelling inside story. Here are the chilling details and deceptions that
created a vast criminal empire. Here are six decades of the uncontrolled
greed and lust for power of such men as Lucky Luciano, Frank Costello,
Meyer Lansky, Vito Genovese, Albert Anastasia, Carlo Gambino, Paul
Castellano, and John Gotti--men for whom murder and betrayal were
business as usual. From the Gambinos' powerful stranglehold on New
York's construction, garment, and waterfront industries to the
government's onslaught against them in the `80s and `90s, Mafia
Dynasty takes you into the mysterious world of blood oaths, shifting
alliances, and deadly feuds that will hold you riveted from the first page
to the last.
Because Our Fathers Lied - Craig McNamara 2022-05-10
This unforgettable father and son story confronts the legacy of the
Vietnam War across two generations; “an important book that should be
read by every American” (Ron Kovic, Vietnam Veteran and author of
Born on the Fourth of July). Craig McNamara came of age in the political
tumult and upheaval of the late 60s. While Craig McNamara would grow
up to take part in anti-war demonstrations, his father, Robert McNamara,
served as John F. Kennedy's Secretary of Defense and the architect of the
Vietnam War. This searching and revealing memoir offers an intimate
picture of one father and son at pivotal periods in American history.
Because Our Fathers Lied is more than a family story—it is a story about
America. Before Robert McNamara joined Kennedy's cabinet, he was an
executive who helped turn around Ford Motor Company. Known for his
tremendous competence and professionalism, McNamara came to
symbolize "the best and the brightest." Craig, his youngest child and only
son, struggled in his father's shadow. When he ultimately fails his draft
board physical, Craig decides to travel by motorcycle across Central and
South America, learning more about the art of agriculture and making
what he defines as an honest living. By the book's conclusion, Craig
McNamara is farming walnuts in Northern California and coming to
terms with his father's legacy. Because Our Fathers Lied tells the story
of the war from the perspective of a single, unforgettable American
family.
Mob Star - Gene Mustain 2002
-- Jerry Capeci's The Complete Idiot's Guide "RM" to the Mafia has
already netted close to 12,000 copies since its publication in December
2001, making it one of Alpha's strongest new titles. -- Jerry Capeci is one
of America's most respected experts on the Mafia and organized crime.
His Web site, Ganglandnews.com, gets more than 5,000 hits per day. He
has appeared twice on Fox-TV promoting The Complete Idiot's Guide
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"RM" to the Mafia and is much in demand on local TV and radio shows.
He has been profiled in People magazine, the New York Daily News (for
which he was a longtime columnist), and dozens of other magazines and
newspapers. -- John Gotti is terminally ill; when he passes on to that
great Mafia in the sky, co-author Capeci will be in great demand for
interviews and will the plug the book. As he battles terminal cancer in a
federal prison in Illinois, John Gotti, still the acting head of the Gambino
Mafia family, is constantly in the news. Once Mr. Gotti ascends to Mafia
heaven, he will be worldwide news-and Alpha will have the most up-todate and comprehensive book on the subject.
The Square Root of Summer - Harriet Reuter Hapgood 2016-05-03
A stunning debut novel the New York Times calls a "delectable
romance"! Gottie's heart has been broken three times. One, when her
best friend moved away without saying goodbye. Two, when her beloved
grandfather died. Three, when her first love wouldn't even hold her hand
at the funeral. As Gottie spirals deeper into grief, her past literally comes
back to haunt her when she is inexplicably sent back in time to good
memories and bad, revisiting afternoons of kisses and days she wanted to
forget forever. This summer, Gottie's past, present, and future are about
to collide—and she's the only one who can figure out why. The Square
Root of Summer is an exponentially enthralling story about love and loss,
from debut YA voice, Harriet Reuter Hapgood.
For the Sins of My Father - Albert DeMeo 2003-09-09
A suspenseful, emotionally charged real-life Sopranos: The son of New
York's most notorious Mafia killer reveals the conflicted life he led being
raised by a cold-blooded murderer, who was also a devoted family man,
and the wrenching legacy of Mafia family life. Al DeMeo will never forget
the day in 1992 when a coworker, a fellow trader at the New York Stock
Exchange, taunted him with a copy of the hot new book Murder Machine,
chronicling the horrific criminal life of DeMeo's father, Roy, the head of
the most deadly gang in organized crime. The moment sent DeMeo into a
psychological tailspin: How could he have spent his life looking up to,
and loving, a vicious killer? For the Sins of My Father recounts the
chilling rise and fall of the man who led the Gambino family's most
fearsome killers and thieves, through the eyes of a son who had never
known any other kind of life. Coming of age in an opulent Long Island
house where money is abundant but its source is unclear, Al becomes
Roy's confidant, sent to call in loans at age fourteen and gradually
coming to understand his father's job description--loan shark, car thief,
porn purveyor and, above all, murderer. But when Al is seventeen, Roy's
body is found in the trunk of a car, a gangland slaying that places Al
between federal prosecutors seeking his testimony and a mob crew
determined to keep him quiet. Desperate to abide by the father-son bond,
but equally determined to escape his father's dangerous and doomed life,
Al Demeo embarks on a courageous quest for the truth, reconciliation,
and honor. With the implacable narrative drive of a thriller and the
power of a painfully honest memoir, For the Sins of My Father presents a
startling and unprecedented perspective on the underworld of organized
crime, exposing for the first time the cruel legacy of a Mafia life.
The Sinatra Club - Sal Polisi 2014-02-25
An insider's account of the downfall of the New York Mob profiles
organized crime at the height of its influence while recounting the
author's participation in several lucrative heists, relating his decision to
become a federal informant and the ways in which drug, greed and
breakdowns in family values were ultimately responsible for the Mob's
demise. Reprint.
Giovanni's Ring - Giovanni Rocco 2021-06-01
The story of a former FBI undercover task force officer who spent years
penetrating New Jersey's DeCavalcante crime family, the criminal
organization known to law enforcement as "the real Sopranos" Giovanni's
Ring is the story of "Giovanni Rocco," a New Jersey police officer, known
undercover as "Giovanni Gatto," who was the mysterious agent at the
epicenter of Operation Charlie Horse, a federal undercover operation
that ultimately brought down ten members and associates of New
Jersey's DeCavalcante Mafia family, the criminal organization known as
"the real Sopranos." Giovanni spent nearly three years working his way
into the DeCavalcante hierarchy. That lethal assignment brought the
undercover operation to an end in March 2015, and the resulting string
of high-profile arrests eviscerated the criminal organization. ?Giovanni's
Ring is not simply a chronicle of Giovanni Rocco's adventures in the
murky and dangerous Mafia world he inhabited, but also a fascinating
window into the psychological struggles that such a life inevitably
entails.
Sinatra and Me - Tony Oppedisano 2021-06-08
From Sinatra's closest confidant and an eventual member of his

management team, Tony Oppedisano, comes an extraordinarily intimate
look at the singing idol. Deep into the night, for more than two thousand
nights, Frank and Tony would converse, about music, family, friends,
great loves, achievements and successes, failures and disappointments,
the lives they'd led, the lives they wished they'd led
Five Families - Selwyn Raab 2014-05-13
Genovese, Gambino, Bonnano, Colombo and Lucchese. For decades these
Five Families ruled New York and built the American Mafia (or Cosa
Nostra) into an underworld empire. Today, the Mafia is an endangered
species, battered and beleaguered by aggressive investigators,
incompetent leadership, betrayals and generational changes that
produced violent and unreliable leaders and recruits. A twenty year
assault against the five families in particular blossomed into the most
successful law enforcement campaign of the last century. Selwyn Raab's
Five Families is the vivid story of the rise and fall of New York's premier
dons from Lucky Luciano to Paul Castellano to John Gotti and more. The
book also brings the reader right up to the possible resurgence of the
Mafia as the FBI and local law enforcement agencies turn their attention
to homeland security and away from organized crime.
The Godfather Notebook - Francis Ford Coppola 2016-12-20
THE PUBLISHING SENSATION OF THE YEAR FOR EVERY FILM FAN
The never-before-published edition of Francis Ford Coppola’s notes and
annotations on The Godfather novel by Mario Puzo reveals the story
behind one of the world’s most iconic films. The most important
unpublished work on one of the greatest films of all time, The Godfather,
written before filming, by the man who wrote and directed it—Francis
Ford Coppola, then only thirty-two years old—reveals the intense
creative process that went into making this seminal film. With his
meticulous notes and impressions of Mario Puzo’s novel, the notebook
was referred to by Coppola daily on set while he directed the movie. The
Godfather Notebook pulls back the curtain on the legendary filmmaker
and the film that launched his illustrious career. Complete with an
introduction by Francis Ford Coppola and exclusive photographs from on
and off the set, this is a unique, beautiful, and faithful reproduction of
Coppola’s original notebook. This publication will change the way the
world views the iconic film—and the process of filmmaking at large. A
must-have book of the season. Nothing like it has ever been published
before
Masked Prey - John Sandford 2020-04-14
Lucas Davenport investigates a vitriolic blog that seems to be targeting
the children of U.S. politicians in the latest thriller by #1 New York
Times-bestselling author John Sandford. The daughter of a U.S. Senator
is monitoring her social media presence when she finds a picture of
herself on a strange blog. And there are other pictures . . . of the children
of other influential Washington politicians, walking or standing outside
their schools, each identified by name. Surrounding the photos are texts
of vicious political rants from a motley variety of radical groups. It's
obviously alarming--is there an unstable extremist tracking the loved
ones of powerful politicians with deadly intent? But when the FBI is
called in, there isn't much the feds can do. The anonymous photographer
can't be pinned down to one location or IP address, and more
importantly, at least to the paper-processing bureaucrats, no crime has
actually been committed. With nowhere else to turn, influential Senators
decide to call in someone who can operate outside the FBI's constraints:
Lucas Davenport.
The Gotti Tapes - Ralph Blumenthal 2012-05-09
The author of Last Days of the Sicilians presents a look into the Mafia in
the tradition of Wiseguy and Boss of Bosses. Culled from years of
wiretapping, here are the unexpurgated FBI tapes of mobster John Gotti,
which reveal in detail how he and his crew commanded the most
powerful organized crime family in the country. Gotti talks: “I’m not
gonna leave a circus when I go to jail. I don’t wanna be a phony…One
thing I ain’t gonna be is two-faced. I’m gonna call ‘em like I see ‘em…I’d
like to kill all the lawyers.”
Last of the Gladiators - James M. LaRossa Jr. 2019-09-10
He was a titan, standing taller than the Empire State Building. He was
voted one of the “100 Smartest New Yorkers” and deemed by People
Magazine and his peers one of the top half-dozen defense attorneys in
the country. His was a household name, so when he died in 2014, the
world’s leading newspapers ran lengthy obituaries of him. As an
attorney, he was a warrior, a Roman gladiator, feared by prosecutors,
respected by judges. He represented clients as notorious as mobsters
Paul Castellano and Carlo Gambino, and as diverse as Ross Perot, Studio
54, Keith Hernandez, the New York Jets, MGM, Def Jam Records, and
Columbian drug lords. He argued before the Supreme Court, and several
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times remade criminal law in ways that remain to this day. Of nearly
1000 cases he tried, he won more than 80 percent. He was described as
a combination of Bob Hope and Darth Vader. He was superhuman,
brilliant, charming, and unforgettable. He was trial lawyer Jimmy
LaRossa, and they’ll never be another American lawyer quite like him.
This is his story, Last of the Gladiators: A Memoir of Love, Redemption,
and the Mob by his son, James LaRossa Jr.
Sins of the Father - Nick Taylor 2012-01-31
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every
reader.
A Cold Dark Place - Gregg Olsen 2011-05-26
“Olsen will scare you—and you’ll love it.” —Lee Child In a secluded farm
house in the Pacific Northwest, a family has been slaughtered—and a
teenage son has disappeared. Single mother and cop Emily Kenyon
spearheads a dark hunt for a killer. But Emily’s teenage daughter Jenna
is one step ahead of her. Then another family is butchered, and another.
As Emily fits the puzzle pieces together, she makes a chilling discovery:
the killer is coming after her and her daughter . . . Praise for Gregg
Olsen’s thrillers “Grabs you by the throat.” —Kay Hooper “OLSEN
WRITES RAPID-FIRE PAGE-TURNERS.” —TheSeattle Times
“FRIGHTENING . . . A NAIL-BITER.” —Suspense Magazine “A WORK OF
DARK, GRIPPING SUSPENSE.” —Anne Frasier
Gotti's Rules - George Anastasia 2015-01-27
From the New York Times bestselling author of Blood and Honor and The
Last Gangster—“one of the most respected crime reporters in the
country” (60 Minutes)—comes the sure to be headline-making inside
story of the Gotti and Gambino families, told from the unique viewpoint
of notorious mob hit-man John Alite, a close associate of Junior Gotti who
later testified against him. In Gotti’s Rules, George Anastasia, a prizewinning reporter who spent over thirty years covering crime, offers a
shocking and very rare glimpse into the Gotti family, witnessed up-close
from former family insider John Alite, John Gotti Jr.’s longtime friend and
protector. Until now, no one has given up the kind of personal details
about the Gottis—including the legendary “Gotti Rules” of
leadership—that Anastasia exposes here. Drawing on extensive FBI files
and other documentation, his own knowledge, and exclusive interviews
with insiders and experts, including mob-enforcer-turned-governmentwitness Alite, Anastasia pokes holes in the Gotti legend, demystifying this
notorious family and its lucrative and often deadly machinations.
Anastasia offers never-before-heard information about the murders, drug
dealing, and extortion that propelled John J. Gotti to the top of the
Gambino crime family and the treachery and deceit that allowed John A.
“Junior” Gotti to follow in his father’s footsteps. Told from street level
and through the eyes of a wiseguy who saw it all firsthand, the result is a
riveting look at a family whose hubris, violence, passion, and greed
fueled a bloody rise and devastating fall that is still reverberating
through the American underworld today. Gotti’s Rules includes 8 pages
of black-and-white photographs.
Darkest Hour - John Alite - S. C. Pike 2018-02-17
DARKEST HOUR A True Story / True CrimeFormer Mafia Enforcer for
John Gotti and the Gambino Crime Family, John Alite, shares his life story
in a unique way, in hopes to dispel the mystique of the mob and sway
anyone from living a life of crime.He¿s had too many darkest hours to
count, but he¿s pushed through them all with a spirited perseverance,
tenacity of mind, and a strength of purpose. Just like everything else in
his life, he¿s met adversity head on with fierce determination and a
resoluteness to come out on top.*~*~*A college baseball scholarship was
his way out of the inner city, but his dreams of going pro were crushed
by an arm injury. John Alite was forced to return home to the only life he
knew, where having to live on the streets of New York meant one thing¿
learning how to survive. He was driven.He was extreme. He was
loyal.But most of all, he was Feared. From a young age, he found himself
influenced by the wrong crowd. Enticed by the wealth, power, and
prestige of the mafia, he immersed himself in a world that was foreign to
most. A society where policies were enforced by instilling fear.Those at
the top were about obtaining and harnessing absolute power, while
covertly using their own warped codes of ethics. Honor and loyalty were
merely a misnomer. The cold, bitter truth was, he was expendable, and
his sworn allegiance was rewarded with betrayal.On the run and unable
to trust anyone, John was finally forced to confront his own
demon¿himself. Facing the harsh realities of who he was and what he
had done wasn¿t pretty, and he had some serious, life-altering decisions
to make. Ones that would come with a price. Through a life of heartache,
betrayal, and loss comes a story of grace, healing, and redemption.
TV in the USA: A History of Icons, Idols, and Ideas [3 volumes] -

Vincent LoBrutto 2018-01-04
This three-volume set is a valuable resource for researching the history
of American television. An encyclopedic range of information documents
how television forever changed the face of media and continues to be a
powerful influence on society. • Supplies historic context for why
television shows were released at a particular moment in time • Covers
key television genres—such as the western, sitcoms, crime shows, and
variety programs—in detail • Provides readers with an understanding of
the technical evolution of television that directly affected programming •
Includes biographies of important individuals in the television industry
Double Cross - Sam Giancana 2016-11-01
Explore some of the Mafia’s most shocking secrets in this New York
Times–bestselling biography of a twentieth-century American gangster.
One of the most feared Chicago mobsters, Sam Giancana clawed his way
to the top of the Mafia hierarchy by starting as a hitman for Al Capone.
He was known as one of the best vehicle escape artists, a tenacious
business man, and a ruthless killer. He partied with major stars such as
Frank Sinatra and Marilyn Monroe and did business with agents ranging
from the CIA to the Vatican to the Shah of Iran. When politician Joe
Kennedy gave Giancana the chance to use mob muscle to get his son
John elected, Giancana jumped at the task. But the Kennedy brothers
double-crossed him, waging full-out war on organized crime throughout
the United States. And Giancana went after them. Written with suspense
and conviction, we learn about how the CIA asked Giancana to
assassinate Fidel Castro. The book includes Giancana’s testimony about
the truth of his involvement in the deaths of Monroe and others, among
others. Chuck Giancana, Sam’s brother, contributes a unique perspective
of the mob’s relationship with the Bay of Pigs and many other pivotal
events of the ‘60s and beyond. Double Cross is an eye-opening account of
the interworking of the government and the mob and how this
relationship has impacted American history. “Sam Giancana tells all. . . .
Controversial. . . . Ties seven United States presidents to the mob.”
—Larry King, CNN “Amazing and shocking disclosures.” —New York
Daily News “This book solves almost everything.” —Washington Post
Book World
The Last Godfather The John Gotti Story - David Kennedy 2020-03-31
John Gotti was the last great leader of the Gambino crime family, the
dominant Sicilian Mafia family of New York. Gotti had his fingers in
everything from gambling houses, to drug trafficking, prostitution, to
weapons dealing. Gotti originally came to lead the organization in 1985,
but had been an enforcer for the mob since the early 70's. Originally,
Gotti made a name for himself by helping avenge the death of Manny
Gambino, nephew of the notorious leader of the family, Carlo Gambino.
Gotti did a long stint in prison for this crime. When he was released, the
Gambino family rewarded his loyalty by giving Gotti a position of power
within the family. But with this power came the desire to one day become
the Don of this great criminal empire. In this book we will look at the life
of John Gotti. From the days of the Fulton-Rockaway Boys in the late
1950's, to his death on June 10, 2002. We will look at the man, the myth
and the legend that is John Gotti; "The Last Godfather."
This Family of Mine - Victoria Gotti 2009-09-29
For decades, scandalous rumors and sensational tabloid headlines have
obscured the truth about one the most famous and intriguing families in
modern history: the real players, the real relationships, behind the closed
doors of the Gotti dynasty. Until now. Here at last is the explosive
memoir that captures the Gottis as they are-unvarnished, raw, and real.
And who better to tell this no-hold-barred story than their most famous
daughter? Victoria Gotti never intended to reveal the inside story of the
Gotti household, but with the pressing need to finally set the record
straight came the realization that only she can do so, once and for all.
Daughter to the late John Gotti, sister to John A. "Junior" Gotti and three
other siblings, single mother to three sons with whom she shared reality
television stardom on Growing Up Gotti, an outspoken columnist and
bestselling author, Victoria Gotti delivers a candid, colorful, and brutally
honest family portrait that reads like a confidential file, filled with deeply
personal reflections and never-before-published photographs. With the
trial of "Junior" Gotti poised to continue the high drama of the Gotti
story, fascination with the icons of this only-in-New-York clan is stronger
than ever. Victoria Gotti's bombshell revelations and stunning insider
secrets make This Family of Mine the essential chronicle in the ultimate
American family saga.
Gorilla Convict - Seth Ferranti 2014-05-14
"Gorilla Convict" is a selected compilation of Seth's work that has
appeared on his long running blog at gorillaconvict.com. Online since
2005, the blog gives the scoop on street legends, the mafia, prison gangs,
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hip-hop and hustling and life in the belly of the beast. What makes this
collection so unique is that Seth writes his blog and stories from his cell
block in the Federal Bureau of Prisons where he has spent nearly two
decades in prison. He founded the Gorilla Convict website from prison,
and his intriguing and amazing stories have created a large and
dedicated audience from prison. The book gives the reader real, raw and
in your face stories that have not been written from the mainstream
news media point of view. They are written by a man who understand the
criminal and convict codes and who lives and resides with the men he
writes about in the belly of the beast. This collection of crime, prison and
street lore is as inside as you can get.
Mi Vida En LA Mafia - Peter Maas 1997-11

finer, exhaustively researched details.” —Publishers Weekly “A thrilling
ride . . . DeStefano has written another excellent biography of a
memorable group of gangsters and an excellent addition to the history of
the Teflon Don.” —Booklist
Underboss - Peter Maas 1999-01-27
Sammy the Bull Gravano is the highest-ranking member of the Mafia in
America ever to defeat. In telling Gravano's story, Peter Maas brings us
as never before into the innermost sanctums of the Cosa Nostra as if we
were there ourselves--a secret underworld of power, lust, greed,
betrayal, and deception, with the specter of violent death always waiting
in the wings.
Black Mass - Dick Lehr 2012-05-22
Now a major motion picture starring Johnny Depp A New York Times
Bestseller A Boston Globe Bestseller An ABA Indie Bestseller James
“Whitey” Bulger became one of the most ruthless gangsters in US
history, and all because of an unholy deal he made with a childhood
friend. John Connolly a rising star in the Boston FBI office, offered
Bulger protection in return for helping the Feds eliminate Boston's
Italian mafia. But no one offered Boston protection from Whitey Bulger,
who, in a blizzard of gangland killings, took over the city's drug trade.
Whitey's deal with Connolly's FBI spiraled out of control to become the
biggest informant scandal in FBI history. Black Mass is a New York
Times and Boston Globe bestseller, written by two former reporters who
were on the case from the beginning. It is an epic story of violence,
double-cross, and corruption at the center of which are the black hearts
of two old friends whose lives unfolded in the darkness of permanent
midnight.
Pleading Guilty - Scott Turow 1993-06-07
In Kindle County, a talented lawyer and $5.6 million have suddenly
disappeared, and Mack Malloy is hot on the trail

Gotti's Boys - Anthony M. DeStefano 2019-07-30
A KILLER LINE-UP In his bloody reign as the head of the Gambino crime
family, John Gotti wracked up a lifetime of charges from gambling,
extortion, and tax evasion to racketeering, conspiracy, and five
convictions of murder. He didn’t do it alone. Surrounding himself with a
rogues gallery of contract killers, fixers, and enforcers, he built one of
the richest, most powerful and violent crime empires in modern history.
Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist Anthony M. DeStefano takes you inside
Gotti’s inner circle to reveal the dark hearts and murderous deeds of the
most remorseless and cold-blooded characters in organized crime. Men
so vicious even the other Mafia families were terrified of them. Meet
Gotti’s Boys . . . * Charles Carneglia * Gene Gotti * Angelo “QuackQuack” Ruggiero * Tony “Roach” Rampino * “Sammy the Bull” Gravano *
Frank DeCicco * Vincent Artuso * Joe “The German” Watts * THE
ULTIMATE MURDERER’S ROW “DeStefano explores John Gotti’s rise to
the head of the Gambino family . . . Aficionados are sure to relish the
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